GRADE 5 RESOURCE LIST

2017-2018

BOOKS TO BE PURCHASED BY PARENTS

LANGUAGE ARTS:

3. Carlong Integrated Assessment Papers- Language Arts, Year 4 by Hyacinth Bennett

SCIENCE:

1. The New Integrated Approach Science Workbook 5 (Revised) - by Beverly Powell and Audrey Scott
2. First Steps in Science Pupil’s Book, Year 5 - by Vilma McClenan and Cecile Carrington

SOCIAL STUDIES:

1. The New Integrated Approach Social Studies Workbook 5 - by Beverly Powell et al
2. JPH Social Studies for Primary School Grade 5 An Integrated Approach- by Claudia McLean Millicent Tulloch-Singh

MATHEMATICS:

1. The New Integrated Approach Social Studies Mathematics Workbook 5- by A.Scott, Beverly Powell and E.J. Taylor

MUSIC

1. Hard Cover Note Book (retained from grade 4)

P.T.O
2. Yahma/ Angel Harmony Recorder (Available at Music Mart)
3. Melody Horn AM32 - **Retained from Grade 4**
4. One 2- pocket folder (plastic)

**SPANISH:**

1. Spanish Dictionary (mini) Berlitz/Oxford
2. Chispas 3 - by Rosa Maria Martin and Maryn Ellis
3. Chispas 3 Workbook - by Rosa Maria Martin and Maryn Ellis

**RETAINED FROM GRADE 4**

1. Let us sing - by Godfrey Taylor, Claudette Campbell and Dolores Flemming
2. Pocket Oxford English Dictionary
4. First Aid in English (Revised Edition)
5. Android Tablet (See attachment for specification)
6. Unfinished sketch pad

**STATIONERY&RESOURCE MATERIALS**

- 1 Sketch Pad with binder (available at Mona Preparatory Book Room)
  (**Unfinished sketchpads can be used**)
- 1 Scrap book
- 12 Composition hardcover exercise books
- Folder sheets (1-50 pack)
- Shade in sheets (1-50 pack)
- Glue Stick/ Washable glue
- HB pencils, Pencil crayons, 12” Transparent Ruler, Scissors & Sharpeners, erasers, pens (black/blue **only**)
- 2 Ream photocopy paper
- 2 Highlighters (yellow and orange)
- 1-50 pack shade- in sheets (blue) numbered 1-50
- 1 Expandable Folder
- Specialist Subject area books may be reused, however, must be in good, clean condition
- 1 pack Crayola pencil crayons
**Grade 5 Science Resource List for the School year**

- 1 Plastic Magnifying Lens
- 1 Play dough set
- 1 Clear safety goggles

- 2 Clear plastics vials with covers (16 mm)
- 1 Pack of large filter paper

- 1 pair of plastic forceps
- 1 Black pencil marker
- 1 *Small* flash light

*Note* - Students are encouraged to do experiments at home with adult supervision.

It is recommended that the materials/equipment be stored in a plastic storage container like the one below.

The Materials/equipment can be obtained at the following stores:

1. Scientific and Medical Supplies
2. Coldax Mart Ltd
3. BCB Scientific Sales and Services.
4. Jamaica Laboratory and Industrial Suppliers Ltd
5. Lajerian Lab Supplies Ltd
6. Industrial and Technical Supplies Ltd